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Sesame Phone

The world's first touch-free smartphone

WHAT IS SESAME PHONE?
A touch-free smartphone you
can control by moving your

Touch-Free Control
Gesture recognition understands small
head movements, eliminating the need
for touch.

head.

“With the Sesame smartphone,
those with mobility
impairments can call, text, surf
the Web, participate in social
media and play games, just like
anybody else”

Integrated Voice Control
Use your voice to turn on/off the
phone or switch between applications.
Download Apps
Touch-free interface extends to nearly
any app from the Google Play store.

“ Livne…can now even control
some of the internet connected
devices in his home, including
the TV, air conditioner and
lights, because of integrations
with his Sesame Phone. This
ability to control a smart
home is where even
greater potential for the phone
probably lies.”

“It’s like going from the stone
age to the space age”
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Works Out of the Box
Works touch-free immediately, no
additional set-up required.
Affordable & Elegant
No external hardware required.

Powered by voice control and cutting-edge
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Through Sesame’s software layer, the user
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Tweet, post to Facebook, send instant
messages, make phone calls, or download
any of the other millions of apps and use
them touch-free.
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